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The paper analyzes a queueing model consisting of a single queue serviced by two servers alternately. A change 
over time ie required wnen one server is replaced by another. In a busy period, only one server is servicing and 
when it emptiea the queue, the second server takes over aad thue the two servers work alternately. The 
actual service starts after the change over time of the particular server under operation. 
In the single server queueing processlss i t  is assumed that there is only one server serving one or more 
queues. With the advent of complex mechanisaa in the electronic field two or more similar modules serving 
a single queue are highly likely but this process is essentially different from the multi-server queueing process 
considered by vwious workers in the sense that all the modules are not operated simultaneously but work 
alternately to process the jobs coming in a single queue. %is increases the operability of the system for 
more time than using a single server unit. An additional advantage in studying such a system is that 
if two or more similar modules are provided for service mechanism and if they work alternately then 
there is a possibility of providing an efficient repairing schedule for the modules which are a t  rest. T t  is 
this motivation dhich leads to consider the alternating servers in queueing process. 
Recently Scott2 bas considered the alternating servers working in shifts and has also indicated briefly the 
generalization of the model. In this paper we propose to study the alternate servers with initial set up time 
i.e., whenever server's switching over takes place some initial t i ~  is spent (which is random variable) 
in setting up the service mechanism. For example if two central processors are provided in a single Icompu- 
ter unit and these two work alternately to process jobs coming in a single queue. The loading of the monitors 
of central processors oan be viewed as initial set up times before processipg the job. 
The study of queueing problems has got immense use in organisation of service facilities in various 
sectors such as Ordinance Depots, refuling of aircrafta, computers and communication network in Defence 
S T A T E M E N T  O F  T H E  P R O B b E M i  
We consider that customers are arriving in the system eocording to a Poission process with intensity h 
and joining a single counter queue operated by two servers 1 and 2 who work alternately with independent 
service rates. Each server has some initiation time Qs which is a random variable. _ The odd number busy 
periods are serviced by server 1, and the even No. busy periods serviced by server 2. We shall use the 
method of supplementary variabled, for the fornulation and solution of the problem. The probability 
density function (p.d.f.) of the service time of the servers be denoted by S1 (8) and Sz (8) with 7), (8)de and 
qz (8) d8 as the conditional probability that the service completes between (8, 8 + cr8) given that the 
service is not completed up to time 0. 
Let M (t) be the number of customers in the system and N (t) the number of customers already 
served at time t and 8 denote the time elapsed in a particular service. PI (n, t )  and P2 (rc, t) are the 
probabilities that the system is empty followed by the syitch over period of 1st and 2nd server respec- 
tively. qt (my n, 8, t) a0 is the probability that the server ( a  = 1,2) is busy with nz units waiting, lz units have 
been serviced, 0 is the time elapsed in the current service a t  any time t. Qi (nay y, 8, t) dB is the probability 
that m units are waiting, lz mite8 have beer serviced in the previous busy periods with switch over time 
lies between 8 and 8 + de. The switch over (set up) b e  distribution are assumed to be S, (8) and S, (8) 
of server 1 and server 2 respectively 4, (8) and (b, (8) sre the conditional probability densities that 
set up time will be completed between 8 and 0 $. degiven that these have not been completed upto time 8. 
Equations governing the system are as follows : 
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T ~ C  range of values of ' l ~  depends upon the initbl condition and with the initial conditim 
Ql (I, 0; 0,O) = S 8, n will t&e the values for the equstions (1) to (4) [ k ~  
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Hulfiplyialg (1) ta (4) by yn and taking the su1nm8tiion aver appropriite values of la  and then multiplying 
the r d f a q t  by xm Stnd taking the s a m  ww suitable v&es d mwe get mdcinguge of 
the g e n e r w  Pllnc~ti~ps. 
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Similarly multiplying (18) and (16) by yn and taking the awnmation over n we get 
We define the laplace t r w f ~ r m  of a real valued function f (t) as 
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Applying the bphm tr~asfform to (13) to (18) and making use of the initial condition 
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NOW we evaluate the w1u.e of mmtants (0, x, g , ~ ) ,  3 2  (0, x, y, s), (0, x, y, s )  and G2 (0, x, y, s) 
as under. From the generatiag fanotion, applying the bauadary sondition (11) and multiplying by xm a.nd 
taLtog the stvnmation , 
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Defining the generakind function of the queue length 'probabilidies as 
0 0 
1: 
(38) 
0 0 
Sub&,ituting the values already obtained, laplace transform of tbe generating function of the joint 
&tribution of the No. of units in the system and No, of $aeryices completed up to time t .  
*. 
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when S, (8 )  = 1  and S4 (6) = 1 i.e. when set up time is identically equal to zero, the result 
obtained here agrees with the results of Soott : 
* > -  1 
L I '  % 
hplaoe transform of the generating function of queue length distribution irrespective of the number of 
services completed is given by 
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The steady state distribution of the queue length distribution can be obtained by taking the limit as 
8 30 ST ( $ , I ,  s) = (2, 1) 
8 - S2 (41) 
where 
whioh is the grobabili ty that no unit is present in the system. Then msan number of units in the system 
39 
, 
. O  
Simikrly the system of (1) t~ (6 ) c;aq he v!v@ fias i j ~ r  &ya~fr &qd pplil~tiqa~ 
a o f t c ~ @ & r b i o  
In this paper it is ~ ~ t p d  thst M4.-?$? wd, ~b obaqn a w~ @*V~FJ, *&,& @p~re 
of servicing but it may-be b~@d bh& seb B P % ~  r oan a lp  fie 1r;l' % 'a;ted when ithe previour, semer 
fiuishes his job. In that ease empty statq bf t#e prap&s *!I @*rp?c$, rsyoh p P E ~ M  wjll be @*t f itfF in 
the wbsequent paper. 
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